SUPPLIES: Diving Deep: Intuitive Art Journaling
A live class with Mindful Art Studio

Journals:
Which type of journal you use depends a bit on your personality and budget. I will go
over some journals that would be good choices for high flow paints.
Whether you stick with watercolor and mixed media journals which have thicker pages,
or you work in drawing sketchbooks depends on the thickness of the pages and your
personal preferences and how particular you are. I personally like the slightly worn
page, it shows my hand in the work, and I think that makes it more precious.
Because I skip around in my journal, and paint a lot of my pages, the bleed through
doesn’t usually bother me too much because I can paint a background over it and start
fresh.
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I’ve listed the journals in order of their heftiness, from the most to the least thick page.
I’ve used fluid paint on them all.
Journals, I suggest using 2 - 3 if you can, or 1 plus some scrap pages:
Moleskine Art Plus Accordion Journal
Moleskine Art Plus Watercolor Journal
Strathmore Watercolor Journal
Moleskine Art Plus Sketchbook Large
Moleskine Art Plus Sketchbook, Pocket

*We will be moving at a brisk pace and covering several techniques in each of our live
videos. Because of drying time, you will need to have either 2 - 3 journals on hand, or 1
journal plus scrap paper that you can use to practice the techniques. Some like to do
some techniques in their journal, and then others on scrap paper. Others have used
one large piece of watercolor paper divided in sections or a large journal divided in
sections of about 3.5 x 5.5 inches each - 5 x 8 inches. Because we of the expense of
these paints, I rarely work larger than 5 x 8. An economic, and likely fairly sturdy option:
Strathmore Spiral Bound Watercolor Journal - I have not used this one, but it’s a
popular, economic watercolor journal.
Paints:
You have choices about whether to work with regular acrylics and water them down a
bit to create a wash for some of the techniques.
Golden High Flow Acrylic Paint Set
Liquitex gesso
There are recipes online for making your own high flows, search: Fluid paint recipes
Brushes:
If you are looking for a starting set of brushes, I like this and use this one:
Loew Cornell Brush Set
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Loew Cornell Liner brush Set - You really only need one, and I’ve not used this
particular set, but I wanted to give you an idea of what your are looking for.
Pens:
Sakura Micron Pen 03 or Micron Pen Variety Pack (not necessary, but better value)
ONE White Gel or Paint Pen: Sakura Gelly Roll, Uniball Signo, or Posca Paint Pen .
7mm
If you are already familiar with these pens and know what you like, then you can just
stick with it.
Other Important Materials:
Paper towels or paint rag for clean up
Lysol Wipes for cleaning spills or palette
Palette or other plastic surface
Parchment paper to protect pages
Water cup
Gloves or Glove cream to protect your hands if you use high flow paints. I use gloves.s

The total cost of the supplies, if you had nothing at all on this list would be $80 - $100
dollars.
*Most of the links provided here are aﬃliate links. That means if you choose to click
and purchase something, at no extra cost to you, Mindful Art Studio will receive a small
referral fee, so thank you!
Click here to register for Diving Deep: Intuitive Art Journaling
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Creative Resources

Learn with Mindful Art Studio classes:
Diving Deep: Intuitive Art Journaling
Fluid Art
Art Journaling 101
Freeing the Muse
Starting Your Art Journal (e-book)

Join our community! Please find us here:
Private Facebook Community: Creative Self-Care
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/amy-maricle/
Instagram: Instagram @AmyMaricle
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